The best time to visit Leticia Amazonas is anytime. Each season in the jungle offers visitors plenty of
reasons to visit. Leticia Amazonas, is a city located in the middle of the Amazon Jungle. It has an
average of 40,000 inhabitants and more than 70 different native communities. Our city is on the
shore of the mighty Amazon River with an extension of 104 km. In this region, we only have 2
seasons which are “High Water Season” and “Low Water Season”. Remember, we are on a
RAIN forest which means that can rain easily.
Our two ecosystems are Varzeas (Flooded Jungle) and High Land (Non flooded Jungle). The Flooded
Jungle is one of the most iconic ecosystems in the Amazon, it is created due to the over raining at the
head of the Amazon River. Normally, will flood for more than 4 meters deep coast regions. At low
water season, we will have beaches in the middle of the Amazon.

Welcome to the Amazon.

When is High Water Season in Leticia Amazonas?
High Water season starts on February til late June. On this season, the Amazon river and
tributaries rises more than 20 meters, flooding all Varzeas areas. Here we can have the opportunity
to navigate thru the jungle and visit different lakes.

High Water Season. Flooded Jungle

When is Low Water Season in Leticia Amazonas?
Low water season begins from late June til mid January. On this season, the Amazon river drops
more than 20 meters and creates different beaches you can enjoy. Here you can do more trekking
and the piranha season begins.

Low water season. Beaches.

When is the best time to come to the Amazon?

The best time to visit Leticia Amazonas is anytime. Each season in the jungle offers visitors plenty of
reasons to visit. On each season, you will have a different landscape and activities.
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